EASY GUIDE TO MESMERISM	7
man revolutionized the art of mesmerism by showing
that many of the phenomena -might be produced by
gentle manipulation causing sleep, and without the
mysterious surroundings and violent means resorted
to by Mesmer. The gentler method was* followed
successfully by Deluxe, Bertrand, Gearget, Rostan
and Foissac in France and by Dr. John Eliotson in
England up to about 1830, In 1845 considerable
attention was drawn to the announcement by Baron
Von Reichenbach of a so-called new "imponderable"
or "influence" developed by certain crystals, magnets,
the human body, associated with heat, chemical
action, or electricity, and existing throughout the
universe, to which he gave the name of Odyl. Persons
sensitive of odyl saw luminous phenomena near the
poles of magnets, or even around the hands cr heads
of certain persons in whose bodies the force was
supposed to be concentrated. In Britain an impetus
was given to this view of the subject by the transla-
tion in 1850 of Reichanbach's Researches on mag-*
netism, &c., in relation to Vital Force, by Dr. Gregory,
professor of chemistry in the University of Edin-
burgh. These researches show many of the pheno-
mena to be of the same nature as those described
previously by Mesme-r and even long before Mesnier's
time by Swedenborg. The idea that some such force
exists has been a favourite speculation of scientific
men having a mental bias to mysticism, and it makes
its appearance not unfrequently.
The next great step in the investigation of these
phenomena was made by James Braid, a surgeon irt
Manchester, who in 1841 began the study of the pre-
tensions of animal magnetism or mesmerism, in his
own words, as a "complete sceptic'" regarding all the
phenomena. This led him to the discovery that he
could artificially produced "a peculiar condition of the
nervous system induced by a fixed and abstracted
attention of the mental and visual eye on one subject,,
not of an eqciting nature." To this condition he
gave the name of neuro-hypnotism; for the sake if
brevity, neuro was suppressed, and the term Hyp-

